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Case Study– UK & Global Broadcaster 

Steatite Wordsworth upgrade studios with 
custom embedded low-power computers... 
Custom embedded PCs using the latest low-power 
technology enabled one of the world’s top radio 
broadcasters to meet future computing demands 
throughout its network of studios, within a budget 
comparable to an off-the-shelf solution. 
 
Professional radio broadcasting is a highly computer 
dependent activity. Modern studios pack significant 
desktop computing firepower, for tasks such as     
recording, post processing, storing and retrieving 
content for broadcasting. However, maintaining a 
large installed base of such equipment throughout a 
nationwide network of regional studios is a             
demanding and potentially expensive responsibility. 
 
Replacing all the PCs throughout the network, or 
even in each studio, at one time is not a practical    
option. So when the broadcaster found its current 
fleet of studio PCs was reaching end of life, seen in 
terms of steadily increasing failure rates and repair 
costs, the opportunity to upgrade the equipment 
had to be balanced against demands to meet         
prevailing physical constraints and to retain           

backward compatibility with legacy hardware and 
software. Ultimately, replacement using off-the-shelf 
equipment was rejected in favour of a custom        
solution that delivered the required features and 
future flexibility within the target budget. 
 

The Upgrade Challenge 
 
The PCs in use at their regional offices around the 
country form part of the audio playback chain, and so 
are designed to emit minimal quantities of audible 
noise. The legacy units are fitted with two               
professional quality PCI audio cards, as well as a    
general I/O card. For an entire studio, this represents 
a significant investment in peripheral hardware; it 
was understandable that the technical team wanted 
to continue using these cards with the replacement 
PCs. Moreover, the studios also wanted a solution 
that would allow them to continue using legacy    
software running on a Windows® XP platform, with 
the flexibility to upgrade to a later operating system 
such as Windows 7 in the future. 
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Any equipment replacement project also presents an 
opportunity to take advantage of the latest               
low-power technologies. In this case, paying           
attention to power consumption when specifying 
the new PCs provided the opportunity to reduce    
operating costs appreciably for each studio and, 
eventually, across the national network upon         
completion of the full upgrade project. 
 
Another important issue to consider, when selecting 
replacement equipment, is the expected in-service 
lifetime of the new equipment. The broadcaster     
operates its studio PCs according to a seven-year 
replacement cycle. 
 

Off the Shelf Solutions 
 
When determining the best way to upgrade its PCs 
on a rolling basis, the technical team first considered 
options involving off-the-shelf equipment. Standard 
desktop PCs were quickly ruled out. Although units 
are available with adequate expansion capability to 
support the PCI cards that the studios needed to   
install, they are typically too large for the space     
available in the studio. Older peripheral connections 
such as PS/2 - which are needed to connect legacy 
equipment still used within the studios - are also    
being eliminated as consumer peripherals move   
increasingly towards USB connectivity. Another     
dissuading factor is that the units are typically not 
supported beyond six to 12 months. 
 
Professional rack-mountable PCs can provide a      
robust and space-efficient solution for use in studios 
and other small offices or enterprises. The broadcast 
team also considered off-the-shelf rack-mountable 

PCs offering the performance, PCI slots and             
connectivity required. In this market, units offering 
three or more PCI slots are not commonly available 
as standard products. Any replacement unit also had 
to be sure to provide PS/2 ports for connecting older 
peripherals, as well as sufficient Ethernet, serial and 
USB connectivity. 
 

Customised, and On Budget 
 
The broadcaster’s technical team approached        
midlands technology company Steatite to help    
identify a suitable solution meeting all the               
requirements on performance, I/O, size, audible 
noise, power consumption, long-term support and 
future upgradeability. 
 
To ensure that the replacement unit would fit within 
the space constraints imposed by the studio          
environment, the decision was taken to specify a   
purpose-designed 19-inch rack PC conforming to the 
2U (89mm) industry height standard. Steatite was 
able to design a custom chassis meeting the required 
front panel dimensions but also achieving a smaller 
depth than existing units. 
 
Despite its more compact overall size, the new     
chassis houses an embedded PC subsystem that   
delivers increased performance and provides slots for 
the three PCI cards as required. This enables the    
studios to continue using their existing PCI audio and 
I/O cards. In addition, the design provides the         
flexibility to configure PCs to any of three               
specifications, as needed to fulfil a number of distinct 
roles within the studios and throughout the national 
network as a whole. In creating the new custom 
chassis, the design team has also been able to        
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provide space for further functional upgrades to be 
added in the future, as required. 
To satisfy the need for the PCs to emit the lowest   
possible levels of audible noise, in order to minimise 
interference with audio for broadcasting, careful   
attention has been paid to the thermal performance 
of the chassis and the demands placed on cooling 
fans. The chassis has been designed to optimise   
cooling by ensuring that the internal layout and   
venting effectively promotes airflow across the major 
heat-generating components. By engineering high 
thermal performance into the chassis, the design 
team was able to meet the minimum airflow needed 
to cool the PC subsystem using compact, low-noise 
fans. Two fans are built in, located at the front of the 
chassis, in addition to the processor fan mounted on 
the motherboard. The Power Supply Unit (PSU) also 
has its own integral cooling fan, and is positioned at 
the rear of the chassis. 
 
The PC design team satisfied the demand to           
minimise power consumption, contributing to lower 
operating costs as well as helping improve the       
corporation’s environmental performance, through 
judicious selection of key internal components.     
These include a high-efficiency PSU and the             
embedded PC motherboard featuring power-saving 
Intel® Core™ technology. In practice, the new PC    
design consumes significantly lower power            
compared to the replaced units, while at the same 
time delivering increased performance as well as 
greater reliability thanks to their newer technology. 
 
Each configuration of the new PC features the same 
straightforward front panel layout, ensuring a         
uniform appearance to each rack. The panel’s         
features include access to the optical drive and two 
USB slots for easy connection of accessories or        
additional media, as well as two status LEDs and a 
system on/off rocker switch. The rear panel provides 
two more USB slots, as well as two Ethernet ports, 
two serial connections, two PS/2 connections and a 
VGA output. 
 
To enable the studios to continue using their legacy 
software, the PCs are supplied with the Windows   
Embedded Standard 2009 operating system installed. 
WES 2009 is a customisable O/S based on the tried 
and tested Windows XP code base. The option to 
upgrade to Windows 7 in the future is also open. 
 

When integrating key components and subsystems, 
the design team secured assurances that each        
supplier would support the product for at least three 
years. Also, since the selected motherboard uses an 
industry-standard form factor, it is possible to replace 
units with a later version in the future, if necessary. 
This strategy has enabled Steatite to offer a            
practicable and acceptable level of support covering 
the specified PC lifecycle. 
 

Conclusion 
Intuitively, a custom-designed PC may be expected 
to cost more and take longer to deliver than an         
off-the-shelf alternative. However, although the    
technical requirements of this project ultimately    
demanded a custom design, development was     
completed within a short turnaround time and at low 
cost allowing the upgrade project to be completed 
within the allocated budget. The broadcaster now 
plans to upgrade its studios by replacing legacy units 
with the new custom PCs on a rolling basis, and     
expects to complete the process within a total 
timeframe of around five to six months. 
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 Complete with Windows XP, offering 
support for legacy hardware and  
software 

 Simple Windows 7 upgrade path 

 Power efficient design 

 Quiet cooling solution 

 Custom designed chassis 

 Support for full length expansion cards 

 Industry standard form factor allows 
for cost effective future upgrades 

 Long life industrial components 


